
ON REAL IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS

OF LIE ALGEBRAS

NAGAYOSHI IWAHORI

§ 1. Introduction

Let us consider the following two problems:

Problem A. Let 0 be a given Lie algebra over the real number field R.

Then find all real irreducible representations of Q.

Problem B. Let n be a given positive integer. Then find all irreducible

subalgebras of the Lie algebra 9ί(w, R) of all real matrices of degree n.

In a beautiful and fundamental paper [1], E. Cartan solved completely the

Problem B, in the sense that he gave a method to determine all the subalgebras

of Qt(n, R) by a finite process, and determined them actually for the case

n^l2 for which he gave a table. As we shall see in §6, 7, the Problem A is

reduced to the one to find all complex irreducible representations and to

distinguish among them those representations which are of the first class, and

then the Problem A is easily reduced to the reductive case, i.e. to the case

where 9 is reductive. As a reductive Lie algebra is a direct sum of simple

Lie algebras, the Problem A can be further reduced to the case where fi is

simple, as we shall see later. Now if the Problem A could be solved for every

Lie algebra #, then one has only to look at the table to solve B. In analysing

[1] closely, we notice that E. Cartan solved the Problem B by this principle.

In several places of [1], E. Cartan has recourse to verifications for each type

of simple Lie algebras A, B, C, D and the results of verifications for exceptional

cases are stated without proof.

In the present paper, we shall solve the Problem A by the above mentioned

principle and reestablish the results of [1]. The knowledge of [1] is not

presupposed for the reader. Where E. Cartan had recourse to verifications for

each type of simple algebras, we shall be able to obtain the corresponding

results by general considerations.
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§ 2. Complex conjugates of complex vector spaces

For later use, we state here some facts about "complex conjugates" of

complex vector spases. Let F, U be finite dimensional vector spaces over the

complex number field C. A mapping / : F-»Z7 is called anti-linear if

for every a, β€ΞC and ΛΓ, yξ=. F. In particular an anti-linear mapping from V

into C is called an anti-linear form on F. Let us denote by F ( * } the set of

all anti-linear forms on F. Then by the operations

(/1+/2) (*)=/i(*)+/ 2 U), (af)(x)=a-f(x)

for/j, /2, / £ F'*1, Λ G F, « e C , F ( * } becomes a complex vector space and db

F (* } = dim F.

Now let us denote by V the dual vector space of the complex vector space

F ( *\ i.e. the vector space consisting of all linear forms on F (* } . Then every

# e V determines an element XEL V as follows:

(*, /) = U /) =/(*) for every / e F ( * }

and the mapping x-+x is a one-to-one, anti-linear mapping from F onto F.

Moreover, if A is a linear endomorphism of the vector space F, then A de-

termines a linear endomorphism A of V as follows: Ax = Ax for every # in V.

Then the mapping A -> A is a one-to-one anti-linear mapping from the vector

space 9ί(F) of all linear endomorphisms of the complex vector space F ontσ.

We note that if (eϊ) is a base of F, then (?,) is a base of F and the

matrix of A^%i{V) with respect to (ed is the complex conjugate of the matrix

of A&Ql(V) with respect to (̂ , ). We shall call F, x, A the complex conjugates

of F, Λ:, A respectively.

§ 3. Scalar restrictions and scalar extentions

Let F be a vector space over C. Then F can be regarded in a natural

way also a vector space over R. We denote this real vector space by VR and

call it the scalar restriction of F to the real number field R. Note that F and

Vn coincide as a set. Now if A is a linear endomorphism of the complex

vector space F, then A induces naturally a linear endomorphism AR of the real
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vector space VR.

If (p, V) is a complex representation of a real Lie algebra 9, then (pR, VR)

is a real representation of 9, where Pϋ(X) = (p(X))R for every JY"e9. We shall

call the real representation (ρR, VR) the scalar restriction of the complex

representation (p, V).

Now let ^ b e a vector space over R. Then we denote by Ec the complex

vector space which is obtained from E by extending the ground field R to C.

If A is a linear endomorphism of E, then A is extended uniquely to a linear

endomorphism Ac of is6.

If (d, E) is a real representation of a real Lie algebra 9, then (<2C, is'') is

a complex representation of 9, where dc(X) = (d(X))c for every Z e d . We

shall call the complex representation {dc\ Er) the scalar extension of the real

representation id, E).

§ 4. Conjugate representations

Let (p, V) be a complex representation of a mz/ Lie algebra 9. Then we

can form another complex representation (p, F) of 9, where V is the complex

conjugate of the complex vector space V, and p is defined by p(X) = p(Z) for

every l G 0 . Since 9 is real Lie algebra, (p, F) becomes a complex represen-

tation of 9. We note that the scalar restrictions pR, PR are equivalent real

representation of 9. In fact the mapping x^x from V onto V gives the

equivalence of VR and VR. Now let (p, V), {a, U) be two complex represen-

tations of 9. If (p, V) is equivalent to (σ, Z7), then we shall say that (p, V)

is conjugate to (<;, f/) and denote it by p — a. In particular, if ~p ^ p, then we

say p self-conjugate. lί ~p ~~ σ, then we have easily p — dt so the relation of

"conjugate" is symmetric. Let us note that a complex representation (p, V) is

conjugate to (σ, U) if and only if there exists a one-to-one anti-linear mapping

f from V onto U such that

f°p{X) =σ(X)of

for every JY"e9. In fact, if p^-σ, then there is a linear isomorphism ψ: V^ΊJ

such that ψ * p{X) = a{X) ° ψ for every X £ 0 . Define the mapping / by f(x)

— φ(x), then / has all the desired properties. The converse is shown analo-

gously.
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In particular a complex representation (p, V) is self-con jugate if and only

if there is a one-to-one anti-linear mapping / from V onto itself (we shall call

such a mapping / anti-linear automorphism of V) such that

Jop(X) = p(X)oJ

for every 1 6 9, i.e. / is commutative with every p(X) (Xe9) . In this case

we say also that / is invariant by p or that p leaves / invariant.

Now let us remark that our notion of conjugate or self-conjugate represen-

tation coincides with the notion of "correlatif" or "auto-correlatif" of E. Cartan

[1] respectively, if 9 is a semi-simple Lie algebra over R. To this purpose we

shall prove the following

LEMMA 1. Let § be a semi-simple Lie algebra over R and (p, V), (σ, U)

be two complex representations of 9. Then (p, V) is equivalent to (σ, U) if and

only if the characteristic polynomials of both representations coincidey i.e.

(1) det (tl- p(X)) = det (tl - a(X))

for every X e 9, where t is an indeterminate and I is the identity operator on

V or U.

Proof. Assume that (1) hold for every XG9 and let us prove that p-^a.

Let (f be the complex form of 9 and ί) be a Cartan subalgebra of 9. Then ίf'

is a Cartan subalgebra of Qc. Now every complex representation (p, V) of 0

can be extended uniquely to the complex representation of Qc which we also

denote by (p, V). Then as is easily seen, (1) holds for every X e β ' . Now

let Λu . . . s Λr and Λf

u . . . , Λf

s be the system of weights of representation

(p, F), (</, U) respectively with respect to the Cartan subalgebra tf. Then by

(1) we have

JI(t- Ai(H) ) m = ΊΊ{t- Λ'j{H))ni

for every Ή&tf, where nn, nj are the multiplicities of Λ, λ) respectively.

Then we have r = s and Λu . , Λr coincide with Λh . . . , Λf

r together with

their multiplicities up to their order. Then, the highest weights of every

irreducible component of (p, V) and (σt U) must coincide together with their

multiplicities. Thus we have p ~~ σ as representations of 96. Then we have

p ̂  a as representations of 9.
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The converse assertion is trivial. So we have completed the proof.

COROLLARY. Let § be a semi-simple Lie algebra over R, and (p, V), (σ, U)

be two complex representation of 9. Then p ~~ a if and only if the coefficients

of the characteristic polynomials of ρ(X)y σ(X) are complex conjugate of each

other for every JEίϊ. In particular, μ is self-conjugate if and only if the

coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of p{X) are all real numbers.

In [1], E. Cartan has defined the notion of "correlatif" or "auto-correlatif"

using the characteristic polynomials of representations. The relation of this

notion to our notion of conjugateness or self-conjugateness is shown in the

above corollary.

§ 5. Fundamental theorem of E. Cartan

We are now in an appropriate position to explain the fundamental theorem

of E. Cartan connecting real, irreducible representations with complex, irre-

ducible representations. Now let 9 be a Lie algebra over R. Let us denote

by Rn(Q) the set of all real, irreducible representation classes of 9 of degree n,

and by Cn(9) the set of all complex, irreducible representation classes of 9 of

degree n. We also denote by RiiQ), Rn{%), the following subsets of /?»(Q)

Λή(G) = ( M e i n ( O ) <f is irreducible}

RίίW = {idl&RniV) dc is reducible}

where [_cβ means the representation class containing d. If ίdl G RnW or

Gi?^z(9), then Zdl and d are called of first class or second class respectively.

We also denote by C«(fl), C« (9) the following subsets of CΛ(fl) :

Cn(9) = {[p]εC»(β) PH is reducible}

C»(β) = (W6C«(8) pa is irreducible}

If W ε C ί ( ϋ ) or eC?(β), then [p] and p are called of first class or second

class respectively. Then we have obviously

#Λ(g) =/?£(&)U/?"(&), Rn(Q)Γ\Riί(Q) - empty set,

C«(0) =C2,(Q)UC«(fl), Cn(9)ΠC'/(α) - empty set.

Now let us associate to an irreducible real representation (d, E) of first class,

an irreducible complex representation (dc, E(). Since from dι^>d2, we have
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di^du we have a mapping

from RnW into C«(β).

If (d, E) is an irreducible real representation of second class, then {dc, Ec)

is reducible. Let V be any invariant subspace of Eiι such that V^EC, V^ (0).

Then, denoting by x -> # the anti-linear automorphism of F c determined by E

(i.e. if ΛΓ = v-f V"—ϊ z, yE:Ey zE: E, then χ=y — V-T 2) and by F the image of

F under this mapping x-*x, we have

(2) Ec= V+V, F Π F = ( 0 ) .

In fact, since V+Ψ = F + F, we have F -f- F = F + V ^ F where F = ( F + F)

ΠF.1} Then F * (0) is an invariant subspace of E. Hence we have F-E

and V+V = EC. Similarly we have F Π F = ( 0 ) . Thus (2) is proved. Now

F is irreducible. In fact, if F contains an invariant complex subspace U such

that Z7# F, £/=*: (0), then £/-f ί / ^ F c which contradicts to (2). Similarly V is

irreducible. The irreducible representations induced by dr on F, F are, as is

seen easily, conjugate to each other. Thus, we have dim/?F = 2 dime F, i.e. if

LdlEΞR^iΰ)y then n must be an even integer.

Let us associate to LdlEΞ Rn(Q) the irreducible complex representation

class [p] e Cw/2(9), where p is the representation induced by dc on F or on V

as above. [p] is determined up to conjugate representation class. Let us

introduce an equivalence relation ^ in the set C«/2(9) by

ίpil ^ CP2] if Cpi] = [P2] or [pi] = [<o2]

and denote by Cn/2(9) the set of all equivalence class in Cw/2(9) with respect

to the equivalence relation ~. Then by the above mapping

there is introduced a mapping

Ψ2'. M-> (^)-equivalence class of Cp]

from Rϋ(q) into C«/2(9).

11 In general, a complex subspace W of £ Γ has a form W=F+V—ϊ F (where Fis a
real subspace of E), if and only if W=W. Moreover, if W=Wy then F is given by F
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Now let us explain other* mappings Ψ*, Ψt. Let (p, V) be an irreducible

complex representation of first class. Then (pn, VR) is reducible. Let E be

an invariant (real) subspace of VR such that E^ VRt E* (0). Then E+ V- l E

and Eίλy/'-i E are invariant (complex) subspaces of V and we have E -h

V"17!"^* (0), Eίλi-Ί E*V. Hence we have

(3) V ^ J E + V - l £", EΠj-ΐ E = 0.

Now is is irreducible. In fact if E contains an invariant (real) subspace F

such that F*E, F* (0), then we have F^F-f V-l' F which contradicts to (3).

Similarly V —ϊ E is irreducible. Moreover the irreducible real representations

induced by pR on E and V-l E are equivalent to each other. In fact, the

one-to-one linear mapping x-> V — ϊ x from E onto V —1 E gives the equivalence

of E and V —1 F. Let d be the irreducible real representation induced by pn

on £ or on V-l E, then we have a mapping

from Ci(fl) into #»(0).

Now let (p, F) be an irreducible complex representation of second class.

Then (pR, VR) is an irreducible real representation of degree 2n. Moreover,

as is remarked in §4, p and o give equivalent real representations pR, ρR.

Hence there is induced a mapping

Ψ\: ( ̂ )-equivalence class of lp~_] -> LPR]

from Cn(Q) into i?2n(fl). We denote by C»(G) the subset of C«(G) consisting

of (^O-equivalenct classes containing an irreducible complex representation of

second class.

Now under these preparations, we can state the fundamental theorem of

E. Cartan as follows:

THEOREM 1. U) Ψx is a one-to-one mapping from Rι

n(Q) onto Cή(fl). Ψz

is a one-to-one mapping from C?ΛQ>) onto Rn(Q). Ψ\ and Ψ* are the inverse

mappings of each other. (ii) Ψ2 is a one-to-one mapping from R"n(Q) onto

Cn($) ΨA is a one-to-one mapping from C«(Q) onto #2

zί,(β). Ψ2 and Ψ{ are the

inverse mappings of each other.

Proof, (i) Let CflΠei?5,(8). Then Ψ^ίdl) = [ ^ 1 Let E be the represen-

tation space of the representation d. Then E( is the representation space of
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d(. Then, putting dc = p, E' = V, let us show that pR is reducible. In fact,

we have Vn- £-fV-1 E, E(Λ>J-l E - (0), and E is an invariant subspace of

VR. Thus d! belongs to Cί(β) and ΨΛRniti)) C C»(fl). Moreover, since p*

induces an irreducible real representation d on £, we have

for every

Next let [p]eC«(β). Let F be the representation space of p. Since VR is

reducible, there is an invariant subspace E of VR such that is =¥ VRy E =* (0).

Then we have VΛ = £ + V-l £, E Γ\ yl^ΐ E = (0) by (3). Then V can be

regarded as Er. Denoting by d the irreducible real representation induced by

Pn on E, we have then dc - p. Then we have ίdl £ i?n(fl). Thus we have

shown that 3P8(Ci(0))C/?«(G) and

for every Cp]eCi(fl). Thus (i) is proved. (ii) Let Crf]e/?2

zi(fl). Let £ be

the representation space of the representation d. Then i?f = V contains an

irreducible, invariant subspace U such that V=U+U, UΠΰ = (0) (C7 is the

complex conjugate of £7 with respect to the complex conjugation of Ec with

respect to E). Let p be the irreducible representation induced by dc on U.

Let us show that (pR, UR) is an irreducible real representation. In fact, if UR

contains an invariant subspace F such that F* UR, F* (0), we have F+F' = Fo

+ V-1 FQ where Fo - (F+F)Γ\E. Then FQ is an invariant subspace of E such

that Fo*E, Fo^(O). This contradicts to the fact that E is irreducible. Thus

we have [p]εC?(fl). Let us show moreover that pR-^d. In fact, let us

associate to a vector u&U a vector <p(u) = u + ΰG.Ec. Then φ(u)&E. The

mapping ψ: U -* E thus defined induces a linear mapping <ρ : Z7Λ -* £. Since

every element XELE is expressible uniquely as # = « -f w(w G Z7), ^ is a linear

isomorphism from UR onto E. Now let X be any element of the Lie algebra β.

Then we have

since U and U are invariant subspaces and d(X) commute with the mapping

x-*x. Thus we have pR^-df and we have proved that W ί ί W l C c ί ί (0) and
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for every

Next, let MeCί/Cfl). Let V be the representation space of the represen-

tation p. Put E = VR and d— pR, then (d, E) is an irreducible real representation

of Q. Let us denote the linear automorphism %->>/-! * of the real vector

space E by Φ. Then $2 = - / (/ means the identity operator of E). Let £/+,

Z7- be the eigen space of the linear automorphism φr of the complex vector

space E( associated to eigen values V~l> — V-l respectively:

£/V = {*e£c; 0 r ( * W - l x), U..^{x&Er; Φr(x) = -j-ϊ x}.

Then we have E( - U+ + U-, U\-CΛU- = (0). Let us denote by x-*x the com-

plex conjugation of Er with respect to E. Then since Φ( (x) ~ Φ°\x) we have

ΰ+ = V-..

Moreover U+, U- are invariant subspaces because Φ commutes with every d(X)

= pn(X), XGQ. Thus we have [due J?&(0), and then Z7+ and ί/- are irreducible

invariant subspaces of Ec. Let us denote by pi the irreducible representation

induced by dc on U+. Then p — pi. In fact, an element u = x + j-ϊy& Ec

(x, yE:E) is in U+ if and only if x = 0(jy). Let us associate to an element 3̂

of V (we note that as a set V - VR = E) the element 0(v) 4- V~l v of C/f.

Then we have a mapping ψ: y-* Φ(y) + >l-ϊ y from F onto U+. Obviously

ψ is linear over R. Moreover ψ is linear over C, becuase we have <f{\l — l y)

= ψ(φy) = φ2y + ,]~J φ(y) = -y+j-^ΐ φ(y) = ,/-

Moreover, <£ is an isomorphism. In fact, if <f(y) = 0 we have Φ(y) = 0,

jv = 0, Thus ψ is a complex linear isomorphism from V onto £7+. Now let X

be any element of 9. Then, since d~pRy we have ^°p(Z) = pi(X)oc^. Thus

we have shown that ΨΛCniQ)) C/?ί«(fl) and that

^ ^ ( ί ^)-equivalence class of Up]) = ( ̂  )-equivalence class of [<o]

for every MeCί/lfl). Thus (ii) is proved.

Remark. Theorem 1 is also valid for associative algebras and Jordan

algebras etc. over R.

§6. Reduction of the Problem (A) to the complex

irreducible representations

By theorem 1 we have to consider only complex irreducible representations
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exclusively. In the following we treat only complex representation, so we say

simply representation instead of complex representation.

Now Problem A is thus reduced to the following problems:

Problem (Aι)'- Find all irreducible {complex) representations of a given

real Lie algebra 0.

Problem (A2) * Let (p, V) be an irreducible {complex) representation of 0.

Decide whether μ is of first class or of second class.

Now among these problems, Problem (Λi) is equivalent to find all irre-

ducible representations of the complex form 0C of 0. It is well-known that the

problem of finding all irreducible representation of a given complex Lie algebra

is reduced to the case of simple Lie algebras (cf. §7, 8 below). We shall

explain in the following that Problem (A2) is also reduced to the case of simple

Lie algebras.

§ 7. Reduction of the Problem (-4) to the reductive case

Let 9 be a Lie algebra over R and r the radical of 0. If {d, E) is a com-

pletely reducible real representation of 0 over the finite dimensional real

vector space E, then, as is well-known,2) every element of the ideal [r, 0] is

mapped by d to zero. Thus every completely reducible representation of 0 is

that of 9/Tr, 0]. Now 0 = 0/[r, 0] is a reductive Lie algebra, i.e. the radical r

= r/Cr, 0] of 0 coincides with the center of 0. Hence we may assume without

loss of generality, in dealing with the Problem A, that 0 is a reductive Lie

algebra. Let I be the center of 0. Then a representation (d, E) of 0 is a

completely reducible representation of 0, if and only if for every element Ze3,

d{Z) is a semi-simple linear operator of E.z)

Now let Q be any ideal of a reductive Lie algebra 0. Then since there is

an ideal b of 0 such that 0 = α-fb, α Π b = ( 0 ) , the center of α is contained in

the center 3 of 0. Hence every completely reducible representation of 0 induces

also a completely reducible representation of α.

§ 8. Induced irreducible representations on ideals

Let 0 be a reductive Lie algebra over R and α be an ideal of 0. Then there

2) cf. for example, C. Chevalley, Algebraic Lie Algebras, Ann. of Math. vol. 48 (1946).
^ cf. C. Chevalley, Theorie des groupes de Lie, III (1955), Chap. IV, §4, n°l.
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is an ideal b of 9 such that

fi = o + b, aΓιb= (0).

Now let (p, F) be a completely reducible representation of 9. Then (p, V)

induces a representation of α over V which is also completely reducible (cf. §7).

Hence V can be decomposed into a direct sum of α-invariant subspaces:

(4) V= F i + F2 + . . . -f F r ,

where every V; is a minimal α-invariant subspace, i.e. the representation of α

induced by p on V; is irreducible. Let B be any element in b. Let us consider

a linear mapping ψB from Fz into Vj defined as follows: For # £ V;, let <^?(#)

be the Fy-component of p(B)x i.e.,if we write

then ΨB(X) = .y/ Since every F& is σ-invariant, we have <ρB ° P(ΛΓ) = ρ(.Y) ° <pB

for every XGα. Then, if Vi and Vy are not equivalent as the representation

spaces of α we have φB = 0 by Schur's lemma. In other words, let Vkv . . . , F^p

be the system of all subspaces F^ in (4) which is equivalent to F, as represen-

tation spaces of α, then U = F ^ + . . . 4- F^p is b-invariant. Hence U is also

β-invariant. If (p, F) is irreducible with respect to 9, then Z7- F. Thus we

have the following lemma by means of Jordan-Holder's theorem.

LEMMA 2. Let (p, F) &£ UW irreducible representation of a reductive Lie

algebra 9 and α Z>£ #?? ideal of 9. TTẑ w gf ery minimal ^-invariant subspaces of

V are equivalent to each other as representation spaces of α with respect to the

representation of α induced by p.

In this case we shall denote by Va one of the minimal α-invariant

subspaces of F, and by pα the irreducible representation of α induced by p on

F α . The representation (ρα, F α ) is determined up to an equivalence. We

shall call this irreducible representation (ρα, Va) of α the induced irreducible

representation of α by the irreducible representation (p, F) of 9.

Now let (p, F) be an irreducible representation of 9 and (4) be a decom-

position of F into a direct sum of irreducible α-invariant subspaces Vh . . . , F r .

We may take Vi as F α . Since Vi and V, are equivalent, we can choose

equivalence mappings ψ\: Fx-> V, with φ\ = identity. We put $ ° (fi)~ x = ^y,

then <f): V)-> F/ is an equivalence mapping as representation spaces of α,
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Let us fix the system {φ)} of equivalence mappings. Note that ψ)°ψ\

= <fk. Now let Cr be the Cartesian space with r complex components. Let us

construct a representation of b on Cr. Let BGb. Denoting by πj the projection

from V onto V) with respect to the decomposition (4), we have a linear

endomorphism ψjoπj°p(B) of V which is commutative with every p(X), I G Q .

Then, by Schur's lemma, ψ)°πj°Q{B) is a scalar operator on V{. Denote

this scalar by σj(B), then we obtain p(B)(f\(x) = Σσij(B)φJiψ\(x) for * G VΊ.

Denote by σ(B) the r x r matrix σ(B) = (<y}(B)). <;(B) is a linear endomorphism

of Cr. Now B -* σ(B) is a representation of b on C r. To show this, let us

consider a bilinear mapping from VaxCr into V defined as follows: let Λ:G Va

( = Vi), λE:Cr. Then we write [*, λ] = Σ ^ Ϊ ( Λ Γ ) where A = (Jj, . . . , ϋ r ) e C r .
t = l

Then (x, λ) -* [>, >ί] is a bilinear mapping Fα x C r -̂  V and obviously any

element of V can be expressed as a finite sum of elements of a form [#, λ],

xEiVdy ΛGCr. Then we obtain an onto linear mapping Va(8)Cr-+V such that

x® λ-+[x, λl. Since dim V = dim (Va ® C r), this linear mapping is a linear

isomorphism of V with Va ® C r. So we identify V with Fα ® Cr and write

instead of D*r, ^] . Now we have

(5) p(A)

for every A&a, and by p(B)<f[(x) = Σ^(^)^Vi^) = Σ4(^)^i^)> we have

for any BE:b

(6)

Then for JBI, ftGb we obtain by

i), σ(B2)lλ

that (7([5i, ft]) = [ < J ( B I ) , tf(B2)II i.e., B-*σ(B) is a representation of b on C r .

Now let 7Γα and 7rfc be the projections from 9 onto α and b respectively with

respect to the decomposition 0 = σ + b. Then pα

 Oτro and J 0 ^ are representations

of fl. From (5), (6) we also see that the representation (p, F) of 9 is equiva-

lent to the tensor product of two representation (pα°7rα, Vα), (<7oτrδ, C r ) :
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P= PaoπaQσθ7:h,
4} F = Va®Cr. j T h e representation (σ, Cr) of b is irreducible.

In fact if Cr contains a non-trivial ^-invariant subspace U, then Va <<) LJ is

obviously a non-trivial O-invariant subspace of F— Va'SjCr by (5), (6).

Now let us show that (</, Cr) is equivalent to the induced irreducible

representation of b by the irreducible representation (p, V) of fl. In fact, let

eu . . . , es be a base of Va. Then F = *Σei&Cr is a direct sum of b-invariant
ί

subspaces ei$)Cr, and since every e% & Cr is b-irreducible, eι % Cr is a minimal

b-in variant subspace of V. Hence βf^σ by (6). Thus we have the following

LEMMA 3. Let 0 be a reductive Lie algebra over R and 9 = α -f b Z>e α

decomposition of 0 mfo ί7fetf/s α, b o/ 0. Then every irreducible representation

(p, V) of G ί's equivalent to the tensor product of two irreducible representations

(pa°πa, Va) and (β^π^ F δ), where τ:a and π% are projections of 9> onto α and

b respectively.

Conversely, if (pi, Ui) and (p2, U2) are arbitrary irreducible representations

of o and b respectively, then ipioπarziP2°τ:^ Lh&U*) is an irreducible represen-

tation of 9. To show this, let ei, . . . , er be any base of U2 (r = dim £/2).

Then we have Z7Ί®£/2 = ΣCΛ®^y (direct sum), and every Uι®ej is an π-
j

invariant subspace of U\®U% which is α-irreducible. Then by Jordan-Holder's

theorem, every minimal α-invariant subspace of U\ ό< U* are equivalent to each

other and are equivalent to Ui. Analogously, every minimal b-invariant

subspace of Uι (χλ U* are equivalent to each other and are equivalent to Z72.

Now let V be any minimal fl-invariant subspace of ίΛ (x) U2, and let p be the

irreducible representation of Π induced by pi o πa Θ Pi ° - b o n ^7 Then, from

what we remarked above, we have Pa~~Pu Pι~~Pi- Then dim F = d i m ίΛ dim

Ui. Hence V = Ui ® Z72. Thus ΓΛ ® U2 is irreducible.

Thus in order to find all irreducible representation of β, it is sufficient to

find all irreducible representations of α and b. We note here that for two

4) In general, the tensor product of two representations (pi, Vι), (pi, V2) of a Lie
algebra 9 is defined as the following representation (p, V) of 9: the representation space
V is the tensor product of Vi, Vι> i.e. F=ϊ/i<8>F2, and for Λ'eG, p(X) is an endomorphism
of V given by

n(X) = pi(X) Θ/2 + /1 <S>̂ 2(λ"), i.e. p(X) U<g>v) = pι(X) x ® y

where h, h denote the identical operators of Vi. Vi respectively. This representation
P is denoted by p-pvκ~pι (p is also called the tensor sum of pu P2).
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irreducible representations (p, F), O, U) of Q, ive have ρ~~a if and only if Pa^-aa

and (Ofĉ cΓί). These facts are easily extended to the case of the decomposition

of 9 into many ideals: 9 = α -f b + . . . + c. If we take in particular the decom-

position of (1 into simple ideals:

then, Problem (Ai) is reduced to the case of simple Lie algebras.

§ 9. Criterions of self-conjugateness

Let (p, V) be an irreducible representation of a (reductive) Lie algebra β

over R. Let us consider the condition for p to be self-con jugate. If p^-py then

there exists an anti-linear automorphism / of V such that J ° p(X) = p(X) ° J

for every Z e d (cf. §4). Then J2 is a linear automorphism of V which is

commutative with every p{X), Xefl. Then by Schur's lemma, J2 is a scalar

operator of V: J2 = cl (cεC). Now let us call (after E. Cartan) an anti-linear

automorphism / of a complex vector space V an anti-involution if J2 is a scalar

operator of V. If / is an anti-involution of V and J2 = e/, then c is a real

number. In fact, let eu . . . , eΛ be any base of V. Then, putting /£,-= Σ#te/
y

( α ί e O , we have / β, = Σά/αy^. Hence, if we denote by A the complex

matrix (αr{ ), we have

= cl.
Then by c Φ 0, we have A A = A A and soc = c. Hence c is real. If c > 0 (c < 0)

then J is called an anti-involution of the first (second) kind. We also say that

the index of / is + 1 ( — 1) if / is an anti-involution of the first (second)

kind. We remark that if / is an anti-involution of index e (e= ±1), then for

any complex number γ * 0, γj is also an anti-involution of index ε (Note that

(rj)2=\r\ψ).
We have seen in the above that if (p, V) is a self-con jugate, irreducible

representation, then there is an anti-involution / which is invariant by p. Now

let us note that such an anti-involution is unique up to scalar multiples. In

fact, if /and/ ' are invariant anti-involutions, then J'J'1 is a linear automorphism

of V which is commutative with every p(Z), I E 0. Hence /' - γj for some

γE:C by Shur's lemma. Thus the index of / is independent on the choice of /.

This index is called the index of a self conjugate, irreducible representation
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U V).

LEMMA 4. Let (p, V) be an irreducible representation of 0. Then p is of

the first class if and only if p is self-conjugate and of index 1.

Proof. Let (p, V) be of the first class. Then VR contains a p^-invariant

(real) subspace E such that

y = £ + V-T E, EΓλyj-l ' E = (0).

Let / be the complex conjugate operation of V with respect to E: J(x + V~l y)

= x - V-ϊ y (x, y e •£). Then / 2 = I and / is invariant by p since £ is pR-

invariant.

Conversely let p be self-conjugate and of index 1. Then there is an anti-

involution J of V which is invariant by p and J2 = I Let £ = {#G V; /# = Λ:}.

Then E is a real subspace, i.e. E is a subspace of VR and moreover E is

invariant by p s. Now every element x&V can be expressed as x= ? (x+Jx)

2
+ o (x -Jx), where we have #-}-/#££ and x -JXEL{X& V; Jx = - Λ;} = V-l-E1.

Thus we have F = £ + V-"ϊ £, JEΠV-'ΓJB - (0). Then E is a non-trivial pΛ-

invariant subspace of KR. Thus (p^, F/?) is reducible and p is of the first

class. Thus lemma 4 is proved.

Thus Problem (A2) is reduced to decide the self-con jugateness and the

index of an irreducible representation. We note here a necessary condition for

a representation (p, V) to be self-con jugate.

LEMMA 5. // a representation (p, V) of a real Lie algebra β is self-

con jugate, then p(Q)ΠλJ-1 p(β) = (0).

Proof. Let / be a anti-linear automorphism of V which is invariant by

p. If ρ(A) = V '^pίSJepdl lΠV-Tpίβ) , (A, £ e f l ) , then we have Jp(A)J~ι

= p(A), /(V-T P ( ^ ) ) / " 1 = V-l P(β) On the other hand, /(V-Γ p(β))/" 1

1 = - j-ip(B) Therefore we have p(A) = V - ϊ p ( β ) = 0

and p(fl)ΓW-l~P(G) = (0), Q.E.D.

Now let β be a reductive Lie algebra over i? and let

β = 01 + 02 + . . + Πr

be the decomposition of 0 into simple ideals 0i, . . . , βr. We shall denote by

m the projection of 0 onto 0/ with respect to the above decomposition. Let
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(p, V) be an irreducible representation of 0 and p; (i = 1, . . . , r) be the

induced irreducible representations of 0; by the irreducible representation p of 0.

Under these notations we have the following

LEMMA 6. p~~p if and only if pi *•*> Pi for i = 1, . . . , r. In this case the

index ε of p is given by ε = εiε 2. . . εr where ε, is the index of Pi ( / = 1, . . , r).

Proof. Assume ρ-^~p. Then there is an anti-involution / which is invari-

ant by p. Let Vi be a minimal 0rinvariant subspace of V. Then JVΊ is also

a minimal 0rinvariant subspace of V as is seen easily. Then VΊ and JVΊ are

equivalent as representation spaces of & by lemma 2. Hence we have pi-^pi.

Analogously p/~joV (#= 1, . . . , r). Conversely assume that p/-̂ jJi (ί = 1, . . . ,

r). Let Vu . , Vr be the representation spaces of ρlf . . . , <or respectively.

Then we may assume that V = VΊ ® . . - ® Vr and p = /9X <> zn Θ . . . Θ Pr ° 7Γr.

Let // (j = 1, . . . , / ) be an anti-involution of Vi which is invariant by p, and

J*i = eil. Then J = JX® . . . ΘJr is an anti-involution of V and J2 = J\(8) . . . ®7r

= ei. . . er/. Moreover / is invariant by p, since f or X = XΊ 4- . . . + Xr G fl

(X G 8/, ί = 1, . . . , r) we have /p(Z) = (/i® . . . ®Λ) (PI(XI) ® 7® . - . ®/

-f . . . +7® . . . ®/$Pr(X )) = ρ(X)/. Thus we have completed the proof.

Thus Problem (A2) is reduced to the case of real simple Lie algebras by

lemmas 4, 6. In the following we shall consider this case.

§ 10. Irreducible representation of real simple Lie algebras

Let 0 be a real simple Lie algebra. Then the following three cases are

possible:

a) 9 is 1-dimensional abelian Lie algebra,

b) 0 is simple, non-abelian Lie algebra and 0C is not simple,

c) 0 is simple, non-abelian Lie algebra and 0C is simple.

Let 0 be an abelian Lie algebra of dimension 1. Then an irreducible represen-

tation (p, V) of 0 is of degree 1. Obviously p is self-conjugate if and only if

every element of p(0) is a real multiple of the identity. Moreover, if p ~~ p

then clearly the index of p is equal to 1. Next let us consider the cases b),

c) simultaneously. For this purpose we consider a real semi-simple Lie

algebra 0. Let ϊ) be a Cartan subalgebra of 0. We denote by / the dimension

of ί). Then ϊf is a Cartan subalgebra of Qc. We denote by Z-> Z the complex
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conjugate operation of 9C with respect to 9. Then we have aX+βY=aX

+ W and ΪXΓΫΪ = LX, Ϋl for every X, 7 E 9 C , a, ί E C. Let J 3 or, 0,

. . . , be the root system of Qc with respect to the Cartan subalgebra if.

Let A be a linear form on ϊ)r, then we denote by Z the linear form on ίf

defined by ~Λ(H) = /1(J7) for every HE ίf'. Then the mapping A -> yf is an

anti-linear involution of the dual vector space (if)* of fj\ We have clearly

Ί = A

LEMMA 7. Δ - Δ, i.e. the mapping A -» A induces a permutation of Δ.

Proof. For aE Δ, take a root vector E* * 0 in Qr. Then [if, £ J - a(H)Ea

for every i / e f/\ Hence we have [//, Ej--a(H)E*, i.e. ίH, Έ*l = ά(H)Έa.

Consequently we have aEΔ, Q.E.D.

Let Rι be the real subspace of (f>' )* consisting of all linear combinations

of roots with real coefficients. Then the canonical inner productδ) (Au A2) on

(f)r)* is positive definite on Rι, and Rι is an Euclidean space with respect to

this inner product (Alt Λ2). The anti-linear involution A-*~A leaves Rι invari-

ant. Then by lemma 7, we have6)

(7) (Au A2) = iΊu A2)

for every Au Λ2&R1.

Let IT — {ecu . . . , oci) be a fundamental root system 0 in Δ. Then by

lemma 7, 77 = {αi, . . . , aι) is also a fundamental root system in Δ. Hence

there is an element So in the Weyl group W of Qf with respect to ϊ) such

that So(77) -77 8 ) .

Now let (p, V) be a representation of 9. Then p can be uniquely extended

to a representation of Q( on F which we also denote by (p, V). Let A be a

weight of flr< (with respect to ίf) in the representation (p, V). Then J is a

weight of 9Γ in the representation ( P , F) . In fact, let x*0 a vector in V such

that ρ(iJ)# = A(H)x for every .tfeϊ)Γ. Then p(H)x = A{H)x. Now we have

5> Let Ψ be the Killing form of 9C. Then for any Λe(ί)Γ)*, there coresponds uniquely

an element 77Λ e \f such that <P{HA, H) = A{H) for every H in \f. Then the canonical

inner product of Λi, Λ2&W)* is given by ( Λ\t Λ2) =<P{HΛX, //Λ2).
6 ) cf. [2], Expose w° 11 et 12, Theoreme 1.
7 ) I.e. every α e j is expressible uniquely as α = 'ΣntίΛi with integral coefficients mi.

such that wi^O, . . . , mi^O or mi^O, . . . , tni^O.

^ cf. [2], Expose w° 16, Theoreme 1.
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p(H) = p(E), because if H = Hx + V^T-ffi (A, #2 e 5), then p(#) = p(Ά)

+ V-ϊ ?(ft) = ί>T57) + V^Γ pCa") = ~p(Ά^f^ΓΆ). Hence p (#)* = J ( # ) x

for every HELΫ. Consequently Z is a weight of Qc in the representation

(p, F).

Thus, if we denote by W(p) the set of all weights in the representation

(p, V) then we have

(8) W(p)=W(p).

A weight A in the representation (p, V) is called extreme if we have for

any root #, Λ-fαrΦ P7(p) or Λ —αΦPF(p). Then we have by (8) and lemma 7

the following

LEMMA 8. If A is an extreme weight in (p, V), then ~A is an extreme

weight in (p, V).

Now let us introduce a lexicographical linear order in Rι such that Π

becomes the set of all simple roots9) in Δ with respect to this linear order.

Then we can speak of the highest weight in the representation (p, V). The

following lemma is well-known.

LEMMA 9. If Λo is the highest weight in (p, V) and A\ is an extreme

weight in the irreducible representation (p, V). Then there is an element S in

the Weyl group W such that S(Λi) = Ao.

Proof Let A2 be the highest weight among the set of weights {SiΛi);

SEiv^}. Replacing Ax by A2 if necessary, we may assume that Λi = Λ2. Then

we have Sα(Λi) = Ax Γ~^L~\~ a = Λl Hence we have Ax - α e W(p) for every

positive root a such that (Aly a) # 0, then Ax + α: is not a weight in (p, V).

In other words, if we denote by Ea a root vector belonging to the root ay then

we have p(EΛ)VAχ = (0) for α > 0, where VAχ = {Λ; e F; p(i7)ΛΓ = Λi(i/)# for

every HE: if}. Then easy induction shows that every subspace of the following

form

9) A simple root is a positive root which not expressible as a sum of two positive
roots. cf. [2], Exposό n° 10. Now, a lexicographical linear order in Rι is defined as
follows: let ζ= ΣUΛh v — Σ ^ α * be in Rι. Then we define ξ>v if si = ηu . , sr-i = vr-i,
ϊr>ηr for some r, 1 ^ r ̂  /. Then the set of all simple roots in Δ with respect to this
linear order coincides with αi, ... , aι.
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VΛι, p(Efι). .'.p{Eft)VAί, (

coincides with a subspace of the following form

VMi p(ETl). . .p(Ers)VAί, (r

Then by virtue of the irreducibility of V, we see that

F = F Λ l + Σ P ( £ ? J ) • .p(EH)VM= VA,+ Σ P ( £ r i ) . . .p(Ers)VAι.
p t ε ύ ^ BΔ, r?<o

Thus, Λi is the highest weight in (p, V), Q.E.D.

Now let Au . . . , Λι be the fundamental weight system of <f determined

by 77, i.e. Λi, . . . , Aι be the elements in Rι such that

Then, by (7), Λi, . . . , Λ/ are the fundamental weight system of Q( determined

by Π. On the other hand, since S0(/7) = It, we have SO{AU . . , Λ/} = {Ji, - . . ,

T/}. i.e. So(yl/) =Xi<ί) (ί = l, . . . , / ) for some permutation <; of {1, . . . , />.

Now let (p/, Vj) (ί = 1, . . . , / ) be the irreducible representation which

has yί, as the highest weight. Pi, . . . , p/ are called the fundamental represen-

tations determined by Π. Then the highest weight A\ of the irreducible

representation p, is expressible in the form /!/ = SLi;), where S is an element

in the Weyl group by lemmas 8, 9. Then we have

Ai = SSo(/iσ-i(ί)).

Then we have J/ = Jσ-i(/) since ylj and An-m) are both dominant weights.10)

Consequently, we have

( 9 ) P i - ^ P σ - ' ( i ) ( l = l , . . . , / )

Now we see that σ2 = 1 by (9). Then arranging the order αi, . . . , aι if

necessary, we may and shall assume that σ(l) = 2, j(3) = 4, . . . , J (2/? - 1)

= 2 A, <;(2A + 1) =2ft + l, . . . , <;(/) = /.

Let (p, V) be an irreducible representation and Λ be the highest weight

of Q. Then we have

A = mjΛi-f . . . + m/Λ/

where wii, . . . , nu are non-negative integers. Then we have A = Σnnίi

10) A weight ,1 is called dominant if SΛg^Λ for any element S in the Weyl group U .
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= So(ImiΛn-i{i)). Consequently ΣnnAo-Hi) is conjugate to the highest weight A1

of p under the Weyl group. On the other hand, since ΣnnAa-m) is a dominant

weight, ΣnnΛo-m) must coincide with A1: A1 = ΣnnAo-m) = Σmo&Ai.

Then we have p ~~ jo if and only if A = A\ in other words, we have p ~~ p

if and only if

(10) mi = m2, mz = m.ί, . . . , ra2fc-i = m2k-

Now let us consider the index ε of p when p^-p. Let e2k^j be the index of

p2k+J 0* = 1, . . . , I-2k). We assert that

(11) e =

To prove (11), we shall recall the definition of the Cartan composite:

Let (p, F), (</, U) be two irreducible representations of 0. Let Λ, Λ' be

the highest weight of p, a respectively. Let W be the minimal invariant

subspace of F ® ί / generated by VA ® £7Δ'»11} and r be the induced irreducible

representation by p θ ^ o n W. Then the irreducible representation (r, PΓ) is

called the Cartan composite of p and a, which we denote by : = ρ*<;, FΓ= F*£7.

Then the highest weight of τ is A + A\ The operation * is associative and

By the criterion (10), if P^*~P and a~~σ then we have τ ^ τ . Now

LEMMA 10. Let (p, V) (<;, U) be irreducible, self-conjugate represen-

tations of indices ε, e' respectively. Then the index of τ = p*σ is eε'.

Proof. Let /, / be the anti-involutions on F, U which are invariant by

p} a respectively and f = ε/, / 2 = ε'/. Then / ® / is an anti-involution on V&U

invariant by p®ΰ. We have (/®/) 2 = εε' /. Now put TF= F*Z7and decom-

pose F® C/ into the direct sum of irreducible subspaces:

Let us denote by 7Γί the projection from V®U onto ϊ7ί with respect to the

above decomposition. Then y>, = πi°(J<8)Jf) is an anti-linear mapping from PFi

into Wi, and we have

ψi°τ(X) = r(Z)of, for every

Since every PFί is irreducible, we have then, W\ *** Wi if ψi # 0. However we

Π ) FΛ and UA> mean the eigen-spaces of Λ, Λ' respectively.
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have Wί^- WΊ + Wi for every i»> 1, hence we must have ψi = 0 for every i> 1.

In other words, (JS)f) (Wi) = Wι. Thus, J&f induces an anti-involution on

Wi of index εe'. J$)f is clearly invariant by τ, Q.E.D.

LEMMA 11. Let (p, V) be any irreducible representation of 9. Then p<p

is self-conjugate and of index 1.

Proof. Let / : F® F-» F® F be a mapping defined by

J(xΘy) =y®x, U, ye F).

Then / is an anti-involution of index 1. / is invariant by

{X)°J(x®y) = p(X)y®x+y®β(X)x=J(x®Ί*(X)y+ p(X)x®y)

(X)

Now let A = ΣrmAi be the highest weight of μ. Then the highest weight of p*μ

is given by (wi + nk)A1 + (mι + wi2)Λ+ . + (m2fe-i + m2k)Aok + 2m2fe-i/l2fcM +

. . . +2m/y1/. Hence p^p is self-conjugate by the criterion (10). Then analo-

gously as in the proof of lemma 10, we have J{ V*V) = F^F. Thus p*p is of

index 1, Q.E.D.

Now let us prove (11). Let us express the highest A of the irreducible

representation (p, V) as follows: A = niiAi+ . . . Λ miAi. Then, we have

mt-times mj times

P = p i* . . . *pi * . . . * P/ * . . . * P/.

Consequently, by lemmas 10, 11, we have (11). (Note t h a t pi ~~ p2, p s ^ P i ,

. . . , P2k-i^Pzk)' T h u s we have the following

THEOREM 2. 2>f 9 fo Λ real semi-simple Lie algebra and ^ be a Cartan

subalgebra of 9. Let ocu > oci be any fundamental root system of 9Γ ivith

respect to the Catyan subalgebra ί)f of 9f. Let Ai, . . . , /I/ be the fundamental

iveights of 9 determined by ctu . . , α:/. L^ί pi, . . . , p/ >̂̂  ί̂ β irreducible

representations of 9Γ ẑ /xoŝ  highest iveights are Au . . . , Λ/ respectively. (The

linear order between iveights is determined by a\, . . . , #/).

there is a permutation a of 1, . . . , I such that

Pσu) ~~ Pi (/ = 1, . . . , /),

l.

Hi) Let us arrange the order of au . . . , aι so that pi ~~ p>y pa ~ pi, . . . , p2Jt-i
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^•P'lkt p 2k+ι~**Pik+u . . , pi^pi in (i). Let εzktj be the index of p*k+j (.7 = 1,

. . . ,l — 2k). Let (p, V) be an irreducible representation of § with the highest

weight

A = wiiΛi

then the highest weight of jo is given by

mi Λι -f mi Λz + m\ As + m* Λ± -f ^ .

p /s self-conjugate if and only if

and then the index ε of p is given by

§ 11. A Criterion in Case (6)

As an application of Theorem 2, let us consider the case where 0 is a

real simple Lie algebra such that 0Γ is not simple. In this case Qr is a direct

sum of two (complex) simple ideals12):

where bar means the complex conjugate operation of #( with respect to Q.

Then the scalar restriction aR is isomorphic with 0 under the mapping x -» X

•±X{X(ΞaR). Let b be any Cartan subalgebra of α. Then ί) - {X+X; XGb}

is a Cartan subalgebra of 0 as is seen easily. Further b is a Cartan subalgebra

of Q", and we have 1/ = b + b. Let Δι be the root system of α with respect to b.

Then every a e Δι is extended to a linear form on ί)(j (which we also denote

by cc) putting a(X) = 0 for every X G b . Then a becomes a root of 0C. Thus

we can regard that Δ{ is a subset of the root system Δ of if with respect to

the Cartan subalgebra ί/. Then, J i is the root system of α with respect to b.

Let

77i = {αri, . . . , ak}> 77Ί = { î, . . . , ΛΛ),

be fundamental root systems of α, α respectively. Then

12) This is seen analogously as in the formula (2).
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Π~ {au , ock, ατi, . . . , ίTjt).

is a fundamental root system of ΰ'.

Now let {Λu . . , Λk) be the fundamental weight system of α determined by

{ocu . . . , α*}. Then {~ϊu . . . , Λ*} is the fundamental weight system of α

determined by {au . . . , aft}. Then {Λi, . . . , Λfc, Λ~i, . . . , Tίk) the fundamental

weight system of βc determined by {#i, . . . , #ft, <7i, . . . , ak). Now let pu

. . - , pk be the fundamental irreducible representations of α with highest

weights Au . . . , Λk respectively. Then pi, . . . , PA? are the fundamental

irreducible representations of a with highest weight ~ΛU » Λ~& respectively.

Let us regard pi, . . . , p&, jόΊ, . . . , ~pk as representation of 9>'. Then pi, . . . , pk,

pi, . . . , pk are the fundamental irreducible representation of \ί determined by

ΛΊ, . . . , ak, ecu > Û'

Now let (p, F) be an irreducible representation of β with highest weight ,1.
k Jc

Put J - Σw/J/ + Σ w/J/. Then, by Theorem 2 we see that p is self-conjugate

if ane only if mi = m\ (i = 1, . . . , ^). Moreover, if P is self-conjugate, then the

index of p is necessarily equal to 1. Now let us extend the representation (p, V)

to the representation of fl' (this representation is also denoted by (p, V)).

Let (Ji, r;2 be the induced irreducible representation of α, α respectively by p.

Then the highest weight of a\t σ2 are ΣnnAi, Σm'iTΐi respectively. In fact, let

# S F Λ , AT̂ FO. Then we have μ(H)x=Λ(H)x, (//eί/ ). If we put 7/= ft -f B2,

(ft, ftGb), then

If HEib, then ft = 0, and we have

P(H)X -

Thus ΣniiAiy Σmilϊi are weights of au a*. If JI has a weight J' higher than

ΣimAi, then Λ; + Σmΰϊi is a weight of p higher than A, This is a contradiction.

Hence ΣnnAi, Σm\~Ai are highest weights.

Now aR~aR by the canonical isomorphism X-*X (Zeα A ) . If we identify

CIR and αΛ under this isomorphism, then au a* can be regarded as the represen-

tations of aE. Then we have rm - nu (/= 1, . . . , k) if and only if oi^-a* as

the representation of aΓ. Thus we have the following
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THEOREM 3. Let β be a simple Lie algebra over R such that Φ is not

simple. Let tfr' = Q -f ά be the decomposition of βf" into simple ideals. Let p be

an irreducible representation of 8, and <JI, σ2 be the induced irreducible represen-

tation of α, a by the extension of μ to if'. If ive identify ctj?, aΓι under the

isomorphism X-+X ( Z G α ) , ive can regard au <?2 as representations of aR. Then

p ~~ p if and only if Hi ~~ a i as representations of α^. If p *^~p, then the index

Of μ is 1.

§ 12. An application to self-contragradient representations

Let β be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C. Let (p, V) be a representation

of β. Let us denote by (p*, F*) the contragradient representation of (μ, V),

i.e. F * is the dual vector space of V and p* is given by p*(X) = -*p(X) for

any i G f i . (p, V) is called self-contragradient if p^-p*.

Now let (1 be a compact real form of §. Let us denote by p\Q the re-

striction of a representation p to 0. Then, since any continuous representation

of a compact group is equivalent to a representation by unitary matrices, we

have (p 19) * — ΓpTft) for any representation p of β. Moreover, two represen-

tations of 5 are equivalent if and only if their restrictions to Q are equivalent.

Since we have p*|δ ^ (pifl)*, the problem of the self-contragradience of a

representation p of § is reduced to that of the self-con jugateness of p \ 9, i.e. we

have μ^-fΐ''' if and only if <p 10) — p|0. Then we can apply theorem 2. Let ί) be

a Cartan subalgebra of 9. Let ocu . . . , oci be any fundamental root system

of β with respect to Ϋ, and Λu . . . f Λι be the fundamental weight system

determined by αi, . . . , aι, and pi, . . . , PI be the irreducible representations

of β whose highest weights are Aly . . . , Λι respectively.

Then, by theorem 2, there exists a involutive permutation a of 1, . . . , /

such that Path ^Pi (ι = l, . . . , /).

Now, let p be an irreducible representation of β with the highest weight
I I

Λ = Σ w Λ i . T h e n the highest weight of p* is given b y Σ ^ U ) Λ / . Hence p

is self-contragradient if and only if rm-m^i) (f = 1, . . . , / ) .
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